News about the world's most versatile swimming pool finish

UPLIFTING PROOF OF
AQUALON STRENGTH

Take one typically Australian four wheel drive, a specially engineered lifting rig plus a swimming
pool sized area of Nylex Aqualon and you have a dramatic testing facility to prove Aqualon's tremendous
strength and durability.
An enthusiastic pool fabricator recently created this incredible test to show how Nylex Aqualon
performs under the most extreme conditions.
20 square metres of Nylex Aqualon was attached to a special lifting rig and a Toyota four wheel drive
(which weighs around two tonnes) was driven onto the Aqualon. A heavy duty industrial forklift truck was
then used to raise the entire rig over a metre into the air.
Aqualon supported the entire weight of the Toyota, "This demonstration gives pool owners dramatic
proof that Nylex Aqualon is among the strongest and most durable finish they could choose for their
swimming pools, could you imagine the result if we'd tried the same test with the equivalent thickness of
pool paint?" the fabricator asked.
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A TOUGH SILKY SMOOTH FINISH
Many pool interiors can be harsh and rough on delicate skin. Nylex Aqualux™ is silky smooth to
touch and non-abrasive, protecting you against unpleasant cuts and scrapes.
Aqualux™ pool finish is developed and manufactured in Australia by Nylex - a trusted name for
lifestyle products suited to Australian conditions.
Used in more than 20,000 inground pools around the country, Nylex Aqualux™ won't chip, crack or
fade and is the toughest flexible pool surface finish available.
Its unique multi-layer construction protects against harmful chemicals and UV rays and resists algae
and fungal growth.
Installed by a national network of trained specialists, Nylex Aqualux™ provides a superior result for
any shaped pool, for both new and resurfaced inground pools.
Warranted by Nylex for 5 years, Aqualux™ comes in a choice of designer patterns and colours that
create a stunning visual presence and delivers the ultimate pool interior with a silky smooth finish.

WHAT IS NYLEX AQUALON?
Nylex Aqualon is a membrane manufactured from an enhanced polymer compound which is
preformed to provide an attractive, durable and flexible finish to domestic and commercial swimming pools.
Nylex Aqualon has the equivalent thickness of 15 layers of normal pool paint finish - and an Aqualon
finish won't peel, flake or chip.
And because summer conditions in Australia are among the harshest in the world, the finish is
specially formulated against UV degradation.

NYLEX LABS TORTURE TEST AQUALON
While the four wheel drive lift is a dramatic field test of the strength and durability of Nylex Aqualon pool
finish, it's not something that could be recreated every day. With Nylex dedicated to the consistent top
quality of Aqualon finishes, precise laboratory tests have been designed to torture test the product as a part of
the quality control procedure.
Nylex laboratories randomly sample from every production run of Aqualon and put the finish through
a battery of specialized tests which determine the durability stretch, abrasion resistance, colour consistency,
UV resistance and bacterial resistance of the finish.
The result of these laboratory tests are then compared with strict pre-determined tolerances.
This stringent laboratory testing is one of the main reasons Nylex can offer a 5 year warranty on all
Aqualon swimming pool finishes.

NYLEX AQUALON - THE ONLY POOL FINISH
THAT IS SANITIZED ™ TREATED FOR TOTAL
HYGIENE.
Nylex Aqualon is the only swimming pool finished that is Sanitized™ treated. This world patented
process actually inhibits green algae, bacteria and fungus to help keep your pool crystal clear and makes
swimming even more enjoyable. Sanitized™ treatment creates a bacteria resistant zone which means you
will find it far easier to keep your pool sparkling clean and hygienic - all year round.
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1. Top Lacquer 2. Print Design 3. Top Ply of Aqualux™ Film 4. Bottom Ply of Aqualux™ Film 5.
Bottom Lacquer
Note *The top lacquer provides protection against UV radiation, chemical attack and microbial attack.
*The bottom laquer provides protection against chemicals leaching through the pool structure or from the
concrete or soil and also from microbial attack.
*Plain colours consist of Aqualux™ film with top and bottom lacquer.

THE CHANGING FACE OF TODAY'S POOL
DESIGNS.
While the old familiar rectangular swimming pool was once the most popular choice among pool
owners, today's pool designers have much greater freedom in the pool shapes they can create thanks to
materials like Nylex Aqualon swimming pool finish.
Free-form, natural pool shapes have come into their own in recent years. Today a backyard pool can
look like it has been part of a natural bush environment for centuries; it can take on the appearance of a
tropical lagoon; it can even be formed to echo the lines of its surroundings.
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